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to activate the software on a new machine, you will still need to complete the steps of activation on the original machine, but you will not need to enter a serial number. to start the process on your new system, visit the creative cloud
download center in a web browser (a desktop computer will work) and download the creative cloud app(s) that you want to use. you will then need to sign in to your adobe id, if you have not done so already. you will use your email address
and password to sign in. when your account is active, you will be taken to the apps page. this page will show you the different creative cloud apps and any other apps that you may have subscribed to. once you see the apps that you want,
you can tap activate app. this page will present you with the choice of downloading the offline installer file and then running it or going directly to the online activation page to create a new account and sign in (see the process for doing
that at the end of this article). if you prefer to avoid the online activation and use your email address and password to log in, then simply tap the activate button for the app and you will see a button that will read install. tap this button and
you will be taken to the installation wizard for the app. during this process, the app will attempt to download any prerequisites that are required. at the end of the process, you will be taken to the apps page to see the new app installed.
you can then also go to the books or data page to see a list of all the apps that you are using on that new system. if you have previously been installing to this system, your books and data will show there and the books will be able to be
activated using your information.
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if your new system is a desktop, laptop or mac, then you will probably want to choose this option, which will create a new account and sign in for you using your email address and password. if you choose to make your system your main,
then you will be able to set up sync preferences and when you reconnect to the internet, the creative cloud installer will use those settings to help your new creative cloud account be "frozen" in the way that you would want it to. if your

new system is a different mac (such as a new macbook, mac pro, imac, etc) then the best choice is to use the "activate app offline" method, but before doing this, you need to know that this method will only work if the mac in question has
an active internet connection. if the system is disconnected from the internet then the system will not be able to download the information that it needs to create a new account. for this reason, it is a good idea to create a new adobe id

offline account just as you did with the original account. if your system is going to be a desktop, mac or laptop with an active internet connection, you will want to use the method that will create a new adobe id log-in for you but my
problem was more due to the fact that i had auto-updates enabled. to explain why, follow this link. (wow, im sure that link is a bit old as ive been an adobe customer for 15 years now, but the full explanation is good.) to summarize and

paraphrase the topic: whenever adobe would release an updater or related file for an application i was using, i would simply download it and install the updater on my own computer. that way, i could install any new version of my
application, even if my internet service went down or i had to reinstall the application. it would just work. but somehow the auto-updater mechanism that was activated for my account had the idea that any new file that i downloaded was
just another auto-update and ran the entire auto-update process without me. but that did not even include the activation process. i was missing that one. so, my solution was to reset the auto-updates to its former status, disable them and

then just set up all my applications to use the download and activation method where i had them previously. 5ec8ef588b
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